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Letter from Paulius Stankevicius to partners and clients


Dear Reader,


As you probably know, my Stankevicius MGM companies are providing marketing services, 
including public relations, advertising, technology development, and consulting. 


I was, however, also involved in the trading business behind the scenes and helped many 
companies in international trade consulting. In late 2019, after we launched the Stankevicius 
Interactive Media platform under Stankevicius Pacific, and made media business more automated 
and less manual, I decided to make a little change to my group’s business model and expand 
business opportunities to other industries while continuing service line of business consulting. 


In early 2020, Stankevicius International was created. This firm focuses explicitly on international 
trade consulting with the main focus to help clients in import and export matters, secure 
contracting, and merchandisers’ due diligence. 


I have extended experience in secure contracting and due diligence while back in 2016 started 
working for investors in precious commodity trade within MENA and APAC region. 


My vision for Stankevicius International is to be one complete consulting firm for primary matters 
of international trade, which mainly involves contracting and security against international fraud. 
Independent traders typically attempt various scam methods within contracts with complicated 
business terms, including payment terms with bank instruments, which in many cases, are a 
fraud.


Both buying and selling parties have specific options to cheat one another, and my company aims 
to secure the client’s capital through minimized risk strategies. Clients have the final say to 
choose various risk aspects aligning with their return on investment interest. Stankevicius 
International stands by the client and provides well analyzed, truthful, and honest advice and 
reporting on their business party of interest.


Especially in hyped markets, such as the medical industry in the current COVID-19 situation, the 
trade demand for medical supply equipment is growing enormously. However, in hyped markets, 
fraud is very common. When deals have to close quickly due to international law limitations, 
policies and other regulations, the vendors are pushing buyers to purchase products faster while 
skipping certain due diligence steps. That’s why companies need to be extremely careful in such 
scenarios, and that’s where Stankevicius International comes in to assist clients in identifying 
fraud and making sure that the right parties are involved in the business. 


I recommend choosing my company for your trade business matters, and I promise you will 
receive honest and truthful service in a very difficult to deal market while dealing between different 
cultures and beliefs.


Sincerely, 

Paulius Stankevicius
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